CRAFT BEER
$6 16oz

$5 12oz

$4 8oz * Specialty beers are served in the noted size for $6

FRESH HOP MOSAIC IPA (12oz) 6.5%ABV / 60 IBU

CREAM ALE

5.2% ABV / 22 IBU

FRESH HOP CITRA IPA (12oz)

6.4% ABV / 60 IBU

VIENNA LAGER

5.3% ABV / 25 IBU

PRECEDENTED TIMES IPA

6.7%ABV / 80 IBU

IRISH RED (NITRO)

5.4% ABV / 21 IBU

IPA

7.0% ABV / 73 IBU

The fresh smell of citrus, pine, and fruity hoppiness
with a medium bitterness balanced with a light
caramel colored body.

Loaded with Citra fresh hops from Willamette Valley
Hops giving off tropical and grapefruit aromas with a
medium bitterness and body.

Dry and drinkable west coast IPA with familiar citrus
aroma with a modern twist of tropical fruit followed up
with a refreshing hop finish.

A classic American ale with slightly more character and
body than a pilsner, while remaining crisp and easy
drinking.
Processed using an old German method of mashing,
called decoction, our Vienna Lager has a deep amber
color and more toast and caramel flavors and aromas.

The Red X, Dark Two-Row, Castle specialty malts and
roasted barley provide the hints of caramel and toast in
this red hued Irish beer. Irish Ale yeast and EKG hops
add a drinkable flavor to this amazing pub staple.

A crisp West Coast IPA with huge citrus and tropical
hop aroma, light dry and refreshing flavors keeps you
wanting the next sip!

Light bodied but full of chocolate and caramel flavors
with a clean finish.

DARK IRISH

5.3% ABV / 20 IBU

BEST COAST IPA

7.0% ABV / 77 IBU

ENGLISH MILD

4.5% ABV / 15 IBU

PINEY IPA

7.1% ABV / 61 IBU

DRY IRISH STOUT [NITRO]

5.0% ABV / 30 IBU

LIL BEST COAST

5.2% ABV / 33 IBU

PORTER

5.3% ABV / 37 IBU

EXP #6 HAZY IIPA (12oz)

8.5% ABV / 78 IBU

OAT STOUT

5.5% ABV / 45 IBU

Powerful citrus hop aromas that fade to pine. Chockfull of Mosaic, Citra and Cascade hops to add a juicy,
West Coast hop burst.
Tropical fruit and berry hop aromas give way to pine,
with a balanced malt finish.

Light, crisp and easy drinking with all the hop character of an IPA but with lower body and alcohol.
A slightly dry, Hazy Imperial IPA with tropical fruit
aromas and melon candy flavors.

PALE WHALE

5.6% ABV / 40 IBU

Brewed with wheat for extra body to complement
floral and grapefruit character from Centennial hops.

PASTRY STOUT

6.5% ABV / 30 IBU

Chocolate and roasty maltiness with hints of vanilla
and cinnamon.

BLACK RAS FRUIT WHEAT

5.6% ABV / 15 IBU

Traditionally an English pub beer, Mild is sessionable
without sacrificing rich caramel and bread crust malt
character.

Dry and light body with flavors and aromas of coffee,
chocolate and roast.

This classic American Porter has the perfect balanced
of chocolate, caramel and toasted malt for full flavor
with a medium-light body.
Rich, velvety body from oats for smooth coffee and
chocolate aroma and flavor.

*BELGIAN DARK STRONG [8oz]

10% ABV / 30 IBU

*CHOCO CHERRY STOUT[12oz]

7.8% ABV / 30 IBU

Our take on the classic Belgian Strong Ale, with stone
fruit and rum-soaked banana bread flavors.

Chocolate maltiness with an added sweetness and tart
from cherry purée.

Our base American wheat, fermented with blackberry
and raspberry puree for a jammy fruit character over a
clean malt base.

*IMPERIAL PUMPKIN PORTER [12oz]
8.0% ABV / 30 IBU
Barrel aged pumpkin porter infused with traditional
holiday flavors and spices.

WHITE IPA

*20 STRIDES IMPERIAL PALE
8.5% ABV / 50 IBU
(WALKING MAN COLLABORATION)

6.6% ABV / 55 IBU

Sweet yeasty flavor with medium hop aroma.
Bubblegum and pineapple favors with citrus tones.

ESB

5.5% ABV / 36 IBU

A traditional English Special Bitter with bready malt
character and a mild bitterness.

A collaboration of 11 different brewers using 20
different hops to celebrate Walking Man’s 20 year
anniversary!

Trouble picking just one beer? Try a flight! 4 / 4oz Flight - $9

6 / 4oz Flight - $12 (+$.50 Imperial 4oz Glass)

GLUTEN-FREE
IPA # 5 [12oz Can]

NON-ALCOHOLIC
$6

70 IBUs 6% ABV

GROUND BREAKER BREWING

CIDER
ROTATING DRAFT [12oz] or [8oz]
WINE AVAILABLE

$6 or $5

Our wine is currently a rotating list

PURE LEAF ICED TEA			

$3

LEMONADE

$3

TREE TOP APPLE JUICE			

$1

DRAFT ROOTBEER

$4

SODA						

$2

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, SIERRA MIST or GINGER ALE

